Carotid baroreceptor stimulation suppresses ventricular fibrillation in canines with chronic heart failure.
Carotid baroreceptor stimulation (CBS) has been shown to improve cardiac dysfunction and pathological structure remodelling. This study aimed to investigate the effects of CBS on the ventricular electrophysiological properties in canines with chronic heart failure (CHF). Thirty-eight beagles were randomized into control (CON), CHF, low-level CBS (LL-CBS), and moderate-level CBS (ML-CBS) groups. The CHF model was established with 6 weeks of rapid right ventricular pacing (RVP), and concomitant LL-CBS and ML-CBS were applied in the LL-CBS and ML-CBS groups, respectively. After 6 weeks of RVP, ventricular electrophysiological parameters and left stellate ganglion (LSG) neural activity and function were measured. Autonomic neural remodelling in the LSG and left ventricle (LV) and ionic remodelling in the LV were detected. Compared with the CHF group, both LL-CBS and ML-CBS decreased spatial dispersion of action potential duration (APD), suppressed APD alternans, reduced ventricular fibrillation (VF) inducibility, and inhibited enhanced LSG neural discharge and function. Only ML-CBS significantly inhibited ventricular repolarization prolongation and increased the VF threshold. Moreover, ML-CBS inhibited the increase in growth-associated protein-43 and tyrosine hydroxylase-positive nerve fibre densities in LV, increased acetylcholinesterase protein expression in LSG, and decreased nerve growth factor protein expression in LSG and LV. Chronic RVP resulted in a remarkable reduction in protein expression encoding both potassium and L-type calcium currents; these changes were partly amended by ML-CBS and LL-CBS. In conclusion, CBS suppresses VF in CHF canines, potentially by modulating autonomic nerve and ion channels. In addition, the effects of ML-CBS on ventricular electrophysiological properties, autonomic remodelling, and ionic remodelling were superior to those of LL-CBS.